FAS PILOT ACADEMY CHOOSES ALSIM
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ALSIM ALX simulator goes to FAS Pilot Academy, in Athens, Greece. Captain Fanourakis,
Owner of FAS, explains his choice: “The main reason why we chose to cooperate with
ALSIM is the confidence that comes with their teams. ALSIM is an organization which
shares the same philosophy with FAS regarding the flight training requirements and covers
all the training needs. FAS main target is to keep up with market needs, being innovative
and provide its applicant with the best and latest technological inventions. ALSIM is a
constantly evolving organization, according to market requirements providing modern
equipment, and can covers all our targets and needs”.
“We would like to thank FAS Pilot Academy team for their confidence during this
unprecedented crisis in the aviation sector and beyond. We are very proud to equip this
family pilot academy. Adding an ALX flight simulator will enable the school to provide highquality courses to their students as the ALX is a state-of-the-art tool for a complete training
cycle from Ab initio, Instrument Rating and MCC standards. We look forward to installing
the simulator in Athens and welcoming FAS among Alsim’s familly.” Says Mr. Nicolas de
Lassus, Alsim’s Sales Account Manager.
FAS Pilot Academy is one of the oldest EASA Approved Training Organizations (ATO) for Pilots in
Greece, demonstrating for more than 15 years, vast knowledge, experience and expertise in the
sector of pilot training.
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Their Pilot Academy operates under the EU laws and the regulations of the European Aviation
Safety Agency (EASA) and the Hellenic Civil Aviation Authority.
FAS Pilot Academy by having at its dynamic a big aviation experience combined with the most
capable personnel and high experienced captains manages to provide consistent, reliable training
at all the stages necessary to achieve internationally recognized professional air-liner pilot
qualifications. In the context of continuous development, maintaining a high level of knowledge
and keep high standards regarding the training programs FAS is thoroughly connected with
aviation market needs and never stops using innovative and modern methods and means to
ensure a high quality of education for future professional pilots.
For more information about FAS, please visit: www.faspilotacademy.aero.
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